ABSTRACT

The title of this research is “Analisis Kontrastif Kata Ulang Bahasa Mandarin dan bahasa Indonesia”. The purpose of the research is to find the differences and similarities of repetition words between Mandarin and Indonesian.

The writer used morphology, morpheme, words and part of speech as concepts of this thesis. To describe the analysis, the writer used a comparative descriptive method. The contrastive analysis is used as a theory to find out the differences and similarities of both languages.

The result shows that the differences of repetition between Mandarin and Indonesian are more visible than the similarities. The dominant differences are, Mandarin repetition occurs because of repetition of morpheme, otherwise in Indonesian repetition occurs because of the word that is repeated. Beside that, the process of repetition in Mandarin doesn’t have affix combination. The similarities of repetition words in both languages such as repetition in verb, noun, adjective, and auxiliary the process of repetition occurs entirely, namely repeat the source of morpheme.
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